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From:  
Sent: 11 September 2020 13:03
To:
Cc:
Subject: RE: Luton Airport 19 mppa carbon review

CAUTION: External email. Please do not click on links/attachments unless you know the content is genuine and 
safe. 

Is the presentation one that will be for public consumption, because as with the comments received from Vernon on the
noise aspect, I would say that the explanation as to the unprecedented growth will be massively criticised by members
of the public, as it does not really reflect what has happened at the airport and why.

So on slide 4:

Second bullet point is not strictly accurate, the 18mppa (or something like 17.8mppa was shown as being
reached a few years prior to 2028 and staying at that level).
Saying that fleet modernisation has not been as quick as forecast needs looking at, since my recollection
from the documents associated with the 2012 application was that it was in line with forecasts, it is the
passenger growth that is the issue, fleet modernisation was seeing new generation aircraft delivered from
around 2017 with the mid 2020s (so 23/25 I think) seeing about 50% of the wide bodied single aisle aircraft
being new gen (so something like 35% of fleet) BAP had predictions on this within the appendices to the
ES I think.

Whilst you are scoping things out of the ES you will still need to provide various reports for what is a major application,
in line with checklist for validation (both local and national requirements).

In terms of topics scoped out:

1. Waste scoped out of ES agree
2. Water scoped out agree, but there will be an annual increase in foul from 1mppa extra passengers, so

have you discussed with TWUL whether there is capacity, or whether there needs to be improvements to
the East Hyde treatment facility? I understand from Gemma that during the meeting it was stated that
whist there would be an increase in foul there is no capacity to accommodate this on site, so it is intended
that passenger numbers will be restricted during peak times back to the 18 mppa figure in order to address
this. I believe that only addresses the peak flow but not the overall capacity of treatment plant.

3. Biodiversity agree (no operational development)
4. Ground conditions agree (no operational development)
5. Historic environment agree (but will need to address nearby heritage assets in the planning statement)
6. Landscape and visual agree (but will need to address AONB/additional flights over sensitive areas)
7. Major accidents and disasters agree (will you provide info on risk and any likely necessity to change PSZ?)
8. Socio economics agree (it would be useful to know how the forecast has changed between 2012 and now

in terms of benefits, with employees, contribution to the economy, etc presume that you are including
this within the planning statement)

So the topics that will be in the ES are:
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a. Air quality agree it should be in (you will have seen comments that were made on AQ at the airport in a report
that was prepared to the Oversight and Scrutiny Board the same night as the AMR was reported to the OSB
those need to be considered as it is clear that there is concern with the air quality in the area)

b. Climate agree it should be in (you will see that Ricardo have reference to CCC 2050, 2040, DfT growth
predictions, other airports expansion proposals so you may need to reconsider this when you have their
review next week though Gemma informs me that it was noted during the meeting that once comments have
been received from Ricardo you may amend this approach).

c. Transport agree it should be in (I do think that you will need a sensitivity test re public transport based on
what has happened since March with covid and assume much greater % using private cars and public transport
only operating at 30% or so of capacity this could have serious implications for accessibility and mitigation
despite the fact that you currently indicate that none is necessary this may therefore mean that you need to
undertake some additional modelling).

d. Noise agree it should be in (you have had comments on the issues that still need to be addressed in
the noise report when it becomes an ES chapter)

e. Health agree it should be in (you have had our comments on this aspect in the EIA screening and you will need
to address the take up of the Sound Insulation Scheme, how many properties within the contours have been
insulated to date? how many will be insulated each year [not just proposed but realistic]? what will be the
benefit? what is the disbenefit to those who do not have the insulation? what about the wider issues with noise
in the summer period when windows are open, gardens are in use, etc?)

I trust that this answers the questions that you raised.

Regards
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